WHAT MAKES THE NEW
ACTION EVERLAND UNSTOPPABLE?
There’s a lot to see in our beautiful
country, with some of the best bits off
the beaten track. That’s why you need
a motorhome that’s done the hard
yards, developed the best combination
of performance, engineering and
creature comforts through decades of
experience and has runs on the board
for reliability. In short, something
that just won’t stop!

MADE RIGHT HERE IN
NEW ZEALAND.
Designed and built in New Zealand,
the Action Everland comes from
the leading maker of motorhomes
and campervans in the Southern
Hemisphere, Action Manufacturing.
In fact, Action has built more than
15000 rental tough motorhomes for
the likes of Britz, Maui and Kea, not
to mention ambulances for St John.
So you know they’re tough, safe and
have been road tested over, literally,
millions of kilometres.

DRIVES MORE LIKE A LIMO
THAN A MOTORHOME.
Action’s unparalleled experience has
resulted in a refined combination of
powerplant, chassis and suspension
that delivers the performance, ride,
handling and economy you would
expect form a luxury car. The 110kW
turbo Renault Master engine is ideal
for cruising and has plenty of power to
climb our mountains while front-wheel
drive provides exceptional
feel for the road.

MEMBER OF THE THL GROUP

QUALITY THAT GOES BENEATH
THE SURFACE.
Everywhere you look on board an
Action Everland you’ll see superior
build quality. However, some ingenuity
is less obvious, such as the Omnipanel
wall system. Made from styrofoam
sandwiched between fibreglass,
it is stronger, lighter and has water
resistance and thermal qualities
beyond anything else on the market.
What’s more, the Everland’s Omnipanel
floors are fully sealed to prevent

leaks, and front seats that can swivel
from their driving position can form

part of the dining layout when parked.
It doesn’t stop there, but you’ll have to
see an Everland in the flesh to believe
how much innovation can be squeezed
into one motorhome.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE
MANUFACTURER.

moisture or dust compromising the
vehicle’s integrity - or your comfort.

NON-STOP INNOVATION.

As well as being the manufacturer,
Action is the dealer and after sales
agent. So if you’re looking for a new
motorhome, there’s no stopping
you now! To arrange a test drive,
or a factory tour, call 09 415 6069 or
visit www.actioneverland.co.nz.

At Action, we’re all about creating
clever mobile spaces. For example,
having a bed that lowers from
the ceiling provides more
floor space, a full-height,
one-piece shower
unit ensures no

ACTION EVERLAND. UNSTOPPABLE.
Your ambition drives us

